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STAINLESS STEEL, RADIOSURGICAL OPERATING TABLES
Designed to satisfy surgical functionality, practicality, quickness 
and easy maintenance. They allow, with proper accessories, to 
satisfy every basic surgical activity
- Table top
Divided in 5 sections (head, back, pelvis, 2 indipendent leg 
sections) with stainless steel structure and plexiglass to allow 
x-ray permeability and easy cleaning.
Table top is pre-arranged for the insertion of x-rays holders 
all over its length. Accessories holder (25x10 mm) in stainless 
steel, covers table top length on both sides.
- Telescopic column
Square and of limited size, covered by anodized aluminium 
(27560) or stainless steel (27562/4/5/6)), it allows up and down 
movement (approx. 70-100 cm) by a foot pedal placed at the 
base through a closed oleodynamic circuit with oil-tight pump 
avoiding any oil leakage (27560/2/4) or by remote control 
(27565/6).
- Mattresses
They cover all the table top lenght, made in a long lasting 
material, sterilizable in autoclave, x-ray translucent and 
elastics. They are independently removable.
- Base
For Solaris, it is moveable by four large antistatic castors, 2 
directional and 2 pivoting with brake. For Gima and Gima TR 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Table top size
Height
Lifting system
- Trendelenburg
- Reverse Trendelenburg
- Lateral tilt right-left
Table top composition
- Head section
- Back section inclination 

- Pelvis section size
- Leg section

Table weight: 
Operating table capacity: 
Made in Italy

(mechanical and semi-automatic) base is completely made of 
stainless steel to ensure perfect stability. It is provided with 
a locking system to the fl oor through a foot bar. Transport is 
allowed by 3 antistatic wheels, one pivoting and 2 directional.
- Movements 
For Solaris: Trendelenburg and Reverse/Trendelenburg with 
lateral tilt right-left 20° by crank. For Gima and Gima TR same 
table movements as above, work through a mechanical system 
moved by two cranks, positioned at the side, easily retractable, 
for semiautomatic by remote control.
- Longitudinal translation
Both Gima TR models offer manual longitudinal translation 
of table top of about 300 mm to allow total elimination of 
column encumbrance for 100% transparency of top.

- Full range of accessories. All tables come with 
mattress included, semiautomatic also includes 

control (with 1 m cable) batteries and crank for 
emergency of engine.

All operating tables are made in Italy.

27560

27560

27562, 27564
+ accessories

90% RADIOTRANSPARENCY ON TOP 

100% STAINLESS STEEL 

COMPLETE MOVEMENTS

27570

27572

27573

MECHANICAL AND SEMI AUTOMATIC OPERATING TABLES

Independently 
opening, extractable, 
inclinable legs

Several adjustment, up and 
down for all sections

27560
200x48 cm
70-100 cm
Mechanical

30°
30°
20°

-40° +80°
 by gas spring

90 kg
200 kg

27562-27564
200x48 cm
75-105 cm
Mechanical

35°
25°
25°

-20° +80°
 by gas spring

160 kg
250 kg

27565-27566
200x48 cm
75-105 cm

Electric
35°
25°
25°

-20° +80° 
mechanical

160 kg
250 kg

extractable and inclinable (+25° -90°) 

size 48x51 cm
size 48x49 cm

divided in two independent sections 
with following manual movements

• opening right/left of 0°/90°
• inclination +30° -90°
• both parts are easily independently extractable

 27560 Solaris operating table - mechanical
 27562 Gima operating table - mechanical
 27564 Gima TR operating table with longitudinal   
  translation of table top - 100% radiotransparency  
 27565 Gima operating table - semiautomatic - need 27559
 27566 Gima TR operating table - semiautomatic
  with longitudinal translation of table top - 100% 
  radiotransparency - need 27559
ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OPERATING TABLES - 100% stainless steel

 27568 Wristlet with clamp - couple
 27569 Rectangular s/s gynaecological basin - 200x320x150 mm
 27570 Two-hook adjustable IV stand (needs clamp 27571)
 27571 Clamp for IV stand
 27572 Arm holder adjustable 90-180° with cushion and clamp
 27573 Drape support with adjustable height with 2 clamps 27576
 27576 Clamp for drape support - spare
 27574 Leg holder with radio transparent valve and   
  cushion - couple (needs 2 clamps 27575)
 27575 Clamp for leg holder

ACCESSORIES FOR SEMIAUTOMATIC TABLES (27565-6)
 27558 Infrared control
 27559 Battery charger

Suitable for any 
surgical activities

Lateral movement 
right-left 27568

27565
27566

Trendelenburg and 
Reverse/Trendelenburg 

Back section inclination 
up and down

27566


